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COLLECTING SOCIETIES - CODE OF CONDUCT REVIEW 

 
AUSTRALIAN SCREEN DIRECTORS AUTHORSHIP COLLECTING SOCIETY (ASDACS) 

REPORT OF COMPLIANCE 
1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019 

 
General Section  
 
The Australian Screen Directors Authorship Collecting Society Ltd (ASDACS) was incorporated in 
1995. ASDACS’ collects and distributes secondary royalty income for audio-visual directors, which 
arise from the screening of their work both internationally and domestically.  
 
As has been noted previously, ASDACS is not a declared society under the Act. 
 
The ADG administers ASDACS through a services contract, however, ASDACS continues to be legally 
governed by a separate board and acts in accordance with its own constitutional rules. 
 
ASDACS consists of two full-time staff members and two part-time staff members. 
 
Compliance Section 
 
Legal Framework (Code, Clause 2.1) 
 
There was no change during the Review Period.  
 
ASDACS Privacy Policy, 2018 Annual Accounts, Articles of Association and Memorandum and 
annual AGM Chairs report are made available on the ASDACS website. 
 
Members (Code, Clause 2.2) 
 
As at 30 June 2018, ASDACS had 1106 members. By the end of the period under review, the 
membership had grown to 1180, an increase of 6%.  887 members were Australian, 151 New 
Zealander and 68 were international residents for tax purposes.  
 
In addition to its constitution, the ASDACS website features a FAQ section with information sheets 
aimed to provide members with easy access to information and resources. All staff are trained to 
readily respond to members queries and complaints. 
 
There was no change to the membership rules during the review period and membership eligibility 
remains open to audio-visual directors. 
  
Licensees (Code, Clause 2.3) 
 
ASDACS does not grant licences to use copyright works. 
 
Distribution of Remuneration and Licences (Code, Clause 2.4) 
 
ASDACS does not collect licence revenue, but instead collects royalties generated from secondary 
rights. Secondary royalty income for the 2018 calendar year period totalled $1,750,408. This 
includes a small amount of domestic retransmission royalty revenue totalling $21,875 received 
from Screenrights. A total of $24,766 bank interest earned on ASDACS income over the 2018 
calendar year will be distributed evenly to its members in accordance with its constitutional rules. 
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ASDACS distributes domestic and international income collected the prior calendar year to 
members on an annual basis. A plain English distribution rules and practices guideline is available 
on the ASDACS website. The distribution rules and practices were most recently updated in June 
2019 to include requirements as per the Code of Conduct changes introduced 1 July 2019. In 
particular, the guideline maintains that the membership will be consulted prior to making any 
substantive changes to its distribution rules and practises and affirms that a detailed report on 
undistributed funds will be made available to its members. 
 
Collecting Society Expenses (Code, Clause 2.5) 
 
ASDACS’ members received the full amount of gross royalties that ASDACS has received from 
reciprocal collecting societies internationally for their works, less the following amounts: 
 

1. Administrative fee: administrative fee of 15 per cent, which covers ASDACS’ operational 
expenses. 

2. Membership fee: membership fee of 10 per cent, waived for members of the Australian 
Directors’ Guild (ADG), the Directors and Editors Guild of New Zealand (DEGNZ), 
beneficiaries and retirees. 

3. Cultural Purposes Fund: cultural fund fee of 4 per cent; In 2018, this amounted to $70,016 
collected; $40,000 of which was granted to the ADG (see ADG cultural fund report 
attached), $10,000 was granted to the Motion Picture Industry Benevolent Society for 
charitable purposes and $500 was donated to the Women in Film and Television (NSW) for 
an event creche. 
 

Governance and Accountability (Code, Clause 2.6) 
 
At its Annual General Meeting, seven members were appointed to the ASDACS’ Board in accordance 
with its’ constitutional rules.  
 
As mentioned previously, the 2018 audited ASDACS Annual Accounts are made available on the 
ASDACS website www.asdacs.com.au. The annual report includes detail on collections, 
administration expenses, distributed funds and undistributed funds.  
 
ASDACS is also a member of CISAC (the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and 
Composers) and abides by CISAC professional rules and standards, including the submission of an 
annual financial declaration and completion of a professional rules questionnaire. 
 
Staff Training (Code, Clause 2.7) 
 
During the period, the ASDACS full-time staff member ensured all staff were aware of the code and 
gave further training on ASDACS’ complaints handling procedure, as outlined in the ASDACS 
complaints policy available at www.asdacs.com.au. 
 
Education and Awareness (Code, Clause 2.8) 
 
The ASDACS website continues to promote the importance of copyright and makes detailed 
reference to the nature of copyright as administered by societies in Australia and overseas, 
addressing the functions and policies of ASDACS in particular.  
 
ASDACS continued to send a quarterly e-news and Social media (Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn) 
to keep members informed and aware of its work and progress. ASDACS also took part in the ADG 
Business of Directing workshop, raising awareness of directors’ royalties, rights and renumeration.  

http://www.asdacs.com.au/
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ASDACS also continues to promote fair remuneration for screen directors. This is in alignment with 
the broader international Writers and Directors Worldwide ‘Audio-visual campaign’, which is aimed 
at gaining an unassignable and un-waivable right to remuneration for audio-visual authors across 
the globe.  ASDACS also joined an Asia-Pacific Audio-visual Alliance for Writers and Directors in May 
2019, aimed at promoting and furthering the rights of authors more specifically within the Asia 
Pacific region. 
 
Plain English distribution rules and practices guidelines, as well as information sheets on 
retransmission rights, undistributed funds and distribution practices are available to members on 
the ASDACS website. ASDACS also makes its documents available on the new Code of Conduct for 
Copyright Collecting Societies website introduced 1 July 2019. 
 
Complaints and Disputes (Code, Clause 3) 
 
The July 2018 to June 2019 reporting period covers the distribution of 2017 royalty income. During 
this time, no formal complaints were lodged. 
 
In accordance with the recommendations of the Code Reviewer in the Report of Review of 
Copyright Collecting Societies Compliance with their Code of Conduct for the Year 1 July 2012 to 30 
June 2012, ASDACS changed its process for the recording of complaints.  Therefore, any complaints 
received by ASDACS during the Review Period are identified in a specific Complaints Register, 
separate to other general interactions with members.  
 
Publicity and Reporting (Code, Clause 4) 
 
ASDACS publicises the Code and its adherence to it, on its website and in all relevant information 
documents are provided to members and potential members.  
   
The Code is posted on the ASDACS website within a comprehensive section called Governance, 
where interested observers can also find the latest Report on Compliance, the Triennial Review of 
the Operations of the Code 2017 and the 2019 Call for Submissions. Members can download these 
documents or request hard copies from the office.  
 
As noted previously, ASDACS also makes it documents available on the new Code of Conduct for 
Copyright Collecting Societies website introduced 1 July 2019. 
 
Additional information 
 
Please find the following supporting documentation under separate cover: 
 
1. ASDACS’ Quarterly Enews to members. 
2. The ADG Cultural Fund Report. 
3. MPIBS Annual Report 
4. WIFT Cultural Fund Request 
5. ASDACS’ 2018 Annual Accounts. 
6. Members information sheets. 
 



1. ASDACS’ Quarterly Enews to members. 
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QUARTERLY ENEWS                                                                                                                          4 MARCH 2019

Dear ASDACS members,
We are pleased to announce that ASDACS' royalty income increased by 44% in
2018, with total collections reaching approx. $1.75 MM. In addition, a total of 6 new
international collecting society partnerships were signed last year. In other news,
ASDACS is currently seeking a full time Administration and Research Assistant to
assist with the increased workload associated with our annual distribution, domestic
and international registrations, as well as general office administration (applications
close next Monday); See the full job description here. 
-Stephen Wallace, ASDACS Chair

ADG Awards:
Open for Submissions

The Australian Directors’ Guild (ADG) is
receiving submissions to the 2019 ADG
Awards up until Friday, 15 March 2019
(5pm). More information here.

New International
Partnership !

ASDACS recently signed with

https://mailchi.mp/fbcdb8e65698/asdacs-enews-march-2019?e=%5BUNIQID%5D
https://asdacs.com.au/
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6/files/57247f3e-98ce-4251-8995-b92675d1ade1/_ADMINISTRATION_AND_RESEARCH_ASSISTANT.02.pdf
https://adg.org.au/competitions/2019-adg-awards-submission


international collecting society, GCA
(Georgia); bringing total partnerships up to

35. See all of our partners here.

ADG Directors'
Intensive Tasmania 

The Australian Directors’ Guild (ADG) and
Screen Tasmania, are offering 10-15
Tasmanian directors an opportunity to
connect with and learn from two of
Australia’s most accomplished screen
directors – Anna Broinowski and Rowan
Woods (Moderator: Kingston Anderson).
See more information here.

DATE: 16 - 17 March 2019
(Applications close on 6 March 2019) 

VENUE: Wide Angle Tasmania, 6 Washington Street, South Hobart, TAS

WORKSHOP FEE:
$60 for ADG Members / $100 for non ADG Members

Cultural and Charitable Purposes Fund
The ASDACS board is pleased to announce a $1,000 contribution from its cultural and
charitable purposes fund toward AIDC's mobile creche to support delegates with young

children attending the conference. An amount of $40,000 was also approved for the 2019
ADG Awards.

http://www.gca.ge/index.php
http://www.gca.ge/index.php
https://asdacs.com.au/partners
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DirIntensiveTAS2019


Welcome New
Members !

 

Patrick Crawley, William Minchin, Simone North, Jeremy Mackinnon, Jamie
Robertson, Matt Drummond, Stella Dimadis, Craig Irvin, Katie Hides, Edward

Saltau, Matthew Holmes, Dario Russo and  Mark Lapwood; bringing ASDACS total
membership up to 1162.

Your Rights
In Australia, as a director you're entitled to

a share of domestic retransmission
royalties if you have not assigned your

rights to another party (such as a producer
or investor). To ensure you receive your

entitlement, we recommend that all
directors use one of our retransmission

clauses in your directors contract. 

Need more information? If you're a full member of the ADG you're entitled to 1 hrs free
legal advice or contact ARTSLAW or ASDACS.

Member Discounts

https://www.aidc.com.au/
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6/files/e83c198f-cb94-4de7-afa6-4db1e503d193/Recommended_directors_retransmission_rights_clause_20518.01.pdf
https://adg.org.au/
https://www.artslaw.com.au/contact/
http://www.asdacs.com.au/


Film and Television Law Summit 2019 Early Bird Rate
TUESDAY, 19 MARCH 2019

9.00AM to 5.15PM UNSW CBD Campus Sydney

ASDACS members and affiliates are eligible for the early bird rate discount of $770 for the
full day and $395 for the half day until the date of conference (bookings will need to be

made over the phone or send an email to info@legalwiseseminars.com.au). 
Click here for more details on the event.

10% ASDACS membership fee wavier

The ASDACS 10% membership fee on royalties is waived if you're a full member of the

Australian Directors Guild (ADG) or the Directors and Editors Guild of New Zealand

(DEGNZ). For more information on how to join and other great benefits go to:

ADG membership                                 DEGNZ membership

International Creators News

mailto:info@legalwiseseminars.com.au
https://www.legalwiseseminars.com.au/search/SeminarDetail?SessionId=193N23
https://www.legalwiseseminars.com.au/search/SeminarDetail?SessionId=193N23
https://www.legalwiseseminars.com.au/search/SeminarDetail?SessionId=193N23
https://adg.org.au/membership
https://www.degnz.co.nz/join/
https://adg.org.au/
https://www.degnz.co.nz/
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http://creatorsnews.org/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007173224389
https://twitter.com/ASDACSNews
http://asdacs.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asdacs-ltd-3bbb1ab4/
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https://asdacs.us10.list-manage.com/unsubscribe?u=79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6&id=9cf43551bc&e=%5BUNIQID%5D&c=6b8a727e17
http://www.mailchimp.com/monkey-rewards/?utm_source=freemium_newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=monkey_rewards&aid=79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6&afl=1
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QUARTERLY ENEWS                                                                                                                        17 JUNE 2019

Dear ASDACS members,

The last financial year (2018) has been an unusually successful one for ASDACS.
Our income has improved substantially, there has been a start to the database
upgrade, as well as solid negotiations with Screenrights and SPAA regarding
director’s retransmission percentages. There has been a 44% overall increase in
ASDACS royalties which last year totalled $1.7 MM (an increase of the previous year
of +$537k). In 2018, we have had an 11% increase in membership, 117 new
members, which brings our total membership to 1155. Of these ASDACS distributed
royalties to 540 members. Read the full AGM chair report here.

-Stephen Wallace, ASDACS Chair

Alliance of Asia-
Pacific Audiovisual

Writers and Directors
(APAA) lanches in

Tokyo
 

Read more here

Help give Australian Film

Subscribe Past Issues Translate

https://mailchi.mp/0cec45018fef/asdacs-enews-march-1709005?e=%5BUNIQID%5D
https://asdacs.com.au/
https://asdacs.com.au/post/asdacs-agm-chair-report-may-2019
http://www.writersanddirectorsworldwide.org/in-tokyo-wdw-boosts-livelihoods-for-asia-pacific-authors-screenwriters-and-directors-with-mou-and-asia-pacific-alliance/
http://www.writersanddirectorsworldwide.org/in-tokyo-wdw-boosts-livelihoods-for-asia-pacific-authors-screenwriters-and-directors-with-mou-and-asia-pacific-alliance/
http://eepurl.com/goe761
https://us10.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6&id=0a0e9debfc
javascript:;


Pioneer, Cecil Holmes, a
proper burial

 

New International
Partnership !

ASDACS recently signed with
international collecting society, SGAE

(Spain); bringing total partnerships up to
36. See all of our international partners

here.

    Members Spotlight:
   Richard Jasek

 
Directing credits: All Saints, Blue Heelers,
Heartbreak High, Home & Away, Neighbours,The
Secret Life of Us, City Homicide, McLeods
Daughters, and documentaries: Driven to Diffraction,
Microbes to Macrobes and Making a Mark.

Best moment on set: Interviewing the surviving family of Nobel Prize winners William and
Lawrence Bragg, who invented x-ray crystal diffraction, a technique that allowed us to look
for the first time into the very heart of matter and see what shape it is. Truly amazing
stories about, and told by, truly amazing people.

Worst moment on set: Trying to fake an alpaca giving birth for McLeods Daughters. WC
Fields was right when he said never work with children or animals... animals at least.
Almost everything that could go wrong, did. The alpaca was fine, but by the end of the day

DONATE HERE

https://www.gofundme.com/everything-is-forever-father-burial-of-a-pioneer
http://www.sgae.es/
https://asdacs.com.au/partners
https://www.gofundme.com/f/everything-is-forever-father-burial-of-a-pioneer


I wasn’t!

What you're working on now: A documentary for the ABC about the Adelaide Festival of
Arts as it prepares for its 60th anniversary event next year, and its two remarkable Artistic
Directors, Neil Armfield and Rachel Healy.

Advice to your younger self: Just say yes to everything. Even the things you think may
not be right for you have something to teach.

Why ASDACS royalties are important: They help us ride out the highs and lows of our
unpredictable careers. And they are proper recognition of the essential contribution
Directors make to one of the great art forms which make it possible for humanity to hold a
mirror up to itself.

Welcome New
Members !

 

David Rittey, Paul Casserly, Luke Shanahan, Madeleine Hetherton, Danny Ben-Moshe, Jo
Austin (Nee Melling), Grant Hoy, Matthew Sleeth, Tom Noakes, Shelly Lauman, Caroline

Bell-Booth, David Stubbs, John Winter, Eric Bana, Armagan Ballantyne, Gregory
Miller, Scott Pickett; bringing ASDACS total membership up to 1179.

Tonight !



Your Rights
In Australia, as a director you're entitled to

a share of domestic retransmission
royalties if you have not assigned your

https://adg.org.au/events/directors%20chair%20dustin%20feneley


rights to another party (such as a producer
or investor). To ensure you receive your

entitlement, we recommend that all
directors use one of our retransmission

clauses in your directors contract. 

Need more information? If you're a full member of the ADG you're entitled to 1 hrs free
legal advice or contact ARTSLAW or ASDACS.

Member Discounts
10% ASDACS membership fee wavier

The ASDACS 10% membership fee on royalties is waived if you're a full member of the

Australian Directors Guild (ADG) or the Directors and Editors Guild of New Zealand

(DEGNZ). For more information on how to join and other great benefits go to:

ADG membership                                 DEGNZ membership

DONATE HERE

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/79ff3c4103da71fcaec9c7fb6/files/e83c198f-cb94-4de7-afa6-4db1e503d193/Recommended_directors_retransmission_rights_clause_20518.01.pdf
https://adg.org.au/
https://www.artslaw.com.au/contact/
http://www.asdacs.com.au/
https://adg.org.au/membership
https://www.degnz.co.nz/join/
https://adg.org.au/
https://www.degnz.co.nz/
https://www.cinemapioneers.com.au/mpibs/
https://www.cinemapioneers.com.au/mpibs/
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QUARTERLY ENEWS                                                                                                                          19 SEPT 2018

AUSTRALIAN SCREEN DIRECTORS AUTHORSHIP COLLECTING SOCIETY

Dear ASDACS members,
Income is tracking well (32% mid-year increase) with four new partnerships
concluded this year to date. Our distribution is about to commence; we will contact
you in the coming weeks if we have royalties due to you - so look out for a notice
from ASDACS. We also urge you to sign the petition to help free film maker, James
Ricketson from a Cambodian prison. Read on for more detailed news below.
-Stephen Wallace, ASDACS Chair

Four new partnerships signed!
ASDACS has signed four new
partnerships this year, with Albatour
(Albania), RUR (Russia), DGJ (Japan)
and Copyswede (Sweden) bringing total
international collecting society
partnerships up to 32.

New Distribution 
Our 20th distribution (2017 royalty
income) is about to commence! If your
contact or bank account details have
changed since our last distribution, please
contact the ASDACS office to update
these with us
on asdacs@asdacs.com.au or Ph: 02
9555 7042. Otherwise, please look out for
a notification from us with further

https://mailchi.mp/c57cd464e50e/asdacs-enews-sept-2018?e=%5BUNIQID%5D
http://www.asdacs.com.au/
https://www.change.org/p/marise-payne-act-now-to-bringjamesricketsonhome-or-my-innocent-father-will-die-in-jail
http://www.dgj.or.jp/english/
http://rp-union.ru/en/main/
http://albautor.net/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=sv&u=https://www.copyswede.se/&prev=search


James Ricketson - Petition
Australian documentary filmmaker, James
Ricketson was recently sentenced to a 6
year Camodian prison sentence for filming
an opposition rally with a drone. Join over
100,000 people and sign the petition here
to help bring him home.

Welcome - new members!
Sebastian Bertoli, Clay Glen, Philip Swain,
David Collins, Stu Richardson, Collette
Beaudry. This brings ASDACS total
membership up to 1120.

Get 10% off ASDACS
membership fees

instructions in the coming weeks on what
to do to collect.

ADG Metro Screen Fellowships
Applications for the 2018/19 ADG Metro
Screen Fellowships CLOSE Monday,
24 September ! Click here for more info Or
contact Ph: (02) 9555-7045
email: development@adg.org.au.

A HUGE STEP!
The European Parliament has listened to

authors: it carries out the reform of

copyright in the Digital Single Market to

increase remuneration rights for creators

on the internet. Read more from Latin

American Audiovisual Directors

Alliance (ADAL) and Writers & Directors

Worldwide (W&DW) on authors rights

across the globe through their Creators

News.

Retransmission clause 
In Australia, as a director you're entitled to

https://www.change.org/p/marise-payne-act-now-to-bringjamesricketsonhome-or-my-innocent-father-will-die-in-jail
https://adg.org.au/professional-development
x-webdoc://6ED053EC-35F5-4975-83A5-748C5A16F49B/development@adg.org.au
http://creatorsnews.org/
http://www.directoreslatinoamerica.org/en/
http://www.directoreslatinoamerica.org/en/
http://www.writersanddirectorsworldwide.org/
http://creatorsnews.org/


Did you know the ASDACS 10%

membership fee on royalties is waived if

you're a full member of the Australian

Directors Guild (ADG) or the Directors and

Editors Guild of New Zealand (DEGNZ) ?

For more information on how to join and

other great benefits go to:

ADG membership  DEGNZ membership

a share of domestic retransmission
royalties if you have not assigned your
rights to another party (such as a producer
or investor). To ensure you receive your
entitlement, we recommend that all
directors use one of
our updated retransmission clauses in
your directors contract. Need more
information? If you're a full member of
the ADG you're entitled to 1 hrs free legal
advice or contact ARTSLAW or ASDACS.

Join our network
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http://www.asdacs.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007173224389
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2. The ADG Cultural Fund Report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

AUSTRALIAN DIRECTORS GUILD FUNDING FROM ASDACS FOR 2018. 
 

TOTAL REQUEST: $40,000 (CULTURAL FUND) 
 

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES 
 

ADG AWARDS – ($30,000) 
NATIONAL WORKSHOP PROGRAM ($10,000) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Australian Directors Guild Ltd 
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Tel: 02 9555 7045 
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ADG AWARDS – ($30,000) 
 
The ADG Awards aim to recognise excellence in the craft and art of directing, 
as well as recognising individual contributions by Australian Screen Directors 
to film, television, documentary, animation and new media. 
 
The Awards are presented at a theatre and gala dinner and are attended by 
Australia’s top directors and a wide cross-section of the screen industry. What 
makes the Awards unique from traditional awards evenings is its less directly 
competitive and more supportive nature.  

 
The ADG Awards were held in Melbourne for the third time with support from 
Film Victoria at the Sofitel on Collins. This proved to be the biggest awards 
event the ADG has organised with over 280 people attending the ceremony 
and a sold-out dinner afterwards.  
 
SIMON BAKER was presented with the Feature Film for his feature debut 
feature “Breath”. 
 
Winners on the night included FIONA BANKS, JOHN SHEEDY, LUCY KNOX, 
LARISSA BEHRENDT, ALEX BARRY, SARI BRAITHWAITE, DANNY RACO, 
DAINA REID, JONATHAN BROUGH, SCOTT MANNION, HENRY INGLIS, 
STEVE BAKER, PAUL MIDDDLEDITCH and NICK WATERMAN. 
 
The CECIL HOLMES AWARD was also presented on the night going to long 
time President and Board Member RAY ARGALL. 
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NATIONAL WORKSHOP PROGRAM ($10,000) 

 
We have been developing some standalone workshops for directors which we 
believe are needed to support working directors and develop new directors. 
These workshops are as follows: 
 
THE BUSINESS OF DIRECTING 
A two-day workshop for emerging directors, professional directors and those 
that want to know the nuts and bolts of the directing business. This workshop 
outlines the legal issues and some practical knowledge about filming that will 
help those new to the game and those who just want to be updated on current 
issues and systems. 
 
The workshop will cover contracts, director’s royalties, casting, 
superannuation, legal issues, insurance, and relationships with departments, 
individual funding international directing and moral rights. Industry 
professionals will lead the workshop from each of these areas.  
 
We ran for the first time the workshop in Melbourne attracting over 30 
participants form Victoria as well as several from Tasmanian and South 
Australia. 
 
Professional panellist included JONATHAN BROUGH, PETER CARSTAIRS, 
JANA BLAIR, ANDREW ARBUTHNOT, CLEMENT DUNN, ANDREW 
CAMPBELL, GERARD BUTLER, KEN SALLOW, ELLERY RYAN, SIMON 
WINCER, FIONA BANKS and the workshop was moderated by KINGSTON 
ANDERSON. 
 
The workshop was held at the Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI) 
on the 16TH AND 17TH June 2018. 
 
DIRECTOR’S INTENSIVE 
Developed in conjunction with Screenworks and held in Byron Bay in 2016 
and 2017, the Directors Intensive is a unique opportunity for new directors to 
get advice and experience from the best Australia directors in documentary 
and drama. 
 
Through a series of presentations, workshop sessions, screenings and 
discussions, two experienced directors – one documentary and one drama, 
will reveal their directing techniques, share advice on best practice and give 
participants guidance on individual projects. Approximately 12 directors will be 
selected by an independent panel from applications received to participate in 
this two-day workshop. 
 
We ran the workshop for the first time in Western Australia as part of the 
Cinefest Oz film festival in Busselton. The two directors leading the workshop 
were DANIEL NETTHEIM and RICHARD TODD. We had 30 applications for 
the 12-15 places available including applications from interstate. We decided 
only to take Western Australian directors.  
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The workshop was moderated by the ADG CEO KINGSTON ANDERSON 
and took place in Busselton, WA on the 22nd and 23rd August, 2018. 

The demand for this workshop has become quote high and we always have 
more applications that we can accommodate. We hope to again run this 
workshop at Cinefest in 2019. 

OTHER CULTURAL FUND BENEFITS 
 
→ ASDACS logo on the ADG website; 
→ Acknowledgement with all other sponsors as follows: “The ADG would 

like to thank Screen Australia, Screen NSW, Screenrights, 
South Australian Film Corporation, Screen QLD, Screenwest, 
Film Victoria, Media Super and ASDACS for their financial assistance 
and support of ADG’s annual cultural events and activities”; 

→ Verbal mention of ASDACS at supported events such as the Awards, 
workshops and panel sessions; 

→ Inclusion of ASDACS information in appropriate forums that deal with 
directors rights and copyright; 
 
 
 



!
  

ADG AWARDS 2018 - PUBLICITY REPORT 

MEDIA RELEASES 

The following media releases were issued to media: 

DATE MEDIA RELEASE 

2 February 18 Submission deadline approaching 

2 February 18 Guild calls on Australian Government to stop FIFO directors 

2 March 18 Submissions Close 

9 April 18 Nominations announced 

20 April 18 Host & Presenters announced 

21 April 18 Cecil Holmes announcement 

4 May 18 Winners announced 
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MEDIA COVERAGE 

DATE OUTLET JOURNALIST URL 

5 April Reel Bits Richard Gray https://thereelbits.com/2017/04/06/2017-adg-awards-australian-directors-guild-announce-

nominations/ 

9 April Inside Film Jackie Keast https://www.if.com.au/adg-award-nominees-hint-at-a-slowly-changing-playing-field-for-

female-directors/ 

10 April Film Ink Travis Johnson https://www.filmink.com.au/2018-australian-directors-guild-awards-nominations/ 

27 April Inside Film Don Groves https://www.if.com.au/ray-argall-to-receive-adgs-cecil-holmes-award/ 

4 May Northern Star Jasmine Burke https://www.northernstar.com.au/news/local-film-star-wins-prestigious-award-for-new-

fli/3407039/ 

4 May Reel Bits Richard Gray https://thereelbits.com/2018/05/04/simon-baker-wins-best-direction-at-australian-directors-

guild-awards/ 

4 May Film Ink Dov Kornits https://www.filmink.com.au/simon-baker-wins-australian-directors-guild-award-breath/ 

5 May ABC TV News Michaela 

Boland 

Link not available 



!

News feature on Australian directors linked to awards – interviews with Kingston Anderson, 

Simon Baker & Greg McLean 

6 May Sunday Herald 

Sun 

Fiona Byrne Link not available 

Social coverage of ADG Awards 

7 May Inside Film Don Groves https://www.if.com.au/simon-baker-wins-top-gong-at-the-adg-awards-for-debut-feature-

breath/ 

7 May Inside Film Don Groves https://www.if.com.au/bo-report-breath-rides-a-wave-of-critical-acclaim-while-avengers-

infinity-war-rules/ 

 



3. MPIBS Annual Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 













 
4. WIFT Cultural Fund Request 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
    
 

 
 
 

12 December 2018 

Ms Deb Jackson 
Executive Officer 
ASDACS 
Australian Screen Directors   
Authorship Collecting Society Ltd 
c/- deb.jackson@asdacs.com.au 

 
 
Dear Deb,  

In February 2018, WIFT set up the Raising Films Australia initiative in recognition of the enormous impact 
that caring responsibilities are having on participation in the screen industry. Last month we launched the 
Raising Films Australia Screen Industry Survey Full Report - Honey, I Hid the Kids!: Experiences of parents 
and carer in the Australian Screen Industry in collaboration with University of Technology Sydney, Western 
Sydney University with funding support from Create NSW. 

To build on this work, WIFT mounted the Raising Films Australia Screen Industry Forum on Thursday 6 
December 2018. This forum provided space for a long overdue conversation around the challenges and 
obstacles that parents and carers face and drive strategies to address them.  

The forum included keynote speaker acclaimed director Jocelyn Moorhouse who will be releasing her book 
Unconditional Love: A Memoir on Filmmaking and Motherhood. Presentations were lead by researchers of 
the survey report Prof. Deb Verhoeven  (University of Technology Sydney) and Dr Sheree Gregory (Western 
Sydney University) as well as academics and experts who presented additional research, case-studies and 
best practice examples around work and care. This was followed by industry round table sessions.  

Sponsorship 
 
WIFT is a Not-For-profit, predominantly volunteer organisation and we are seeking sponsors to help mount 
the Forum and fund the follow up Forum Report. This will help cover costs for the onsite creche for 
attendees, livestream with captions for the hearing-impaired, any additional speaker fees, catering as well 
as operational costs for the event. We are also hiring a report writer to create the follow up Forum Report 
& resources due for release early to mid-2019. Sponsor logos will be featured at the event, in the program, 
along-side any resources that come out of the forum and the Forum Report.  

We would like to request $500 from the ASDACS Cultural and Charitable Purposes Fund to support the 
creation of the follow up Forum Report. The ADG Board has advised us that they endorse this sponsorship. 

More information about the Forum can be found on our website: www.wiftaustralia.org.au. Thanks for your 
support. 

Warm Regards 
 
 

Megan Riakos 
President WIFT NSW | Board Member WIFT Australia 
0402 061 569 | president@wiftnsw.org.au 



 
5. ASDACS’ 2018 Annual Accounts. 
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!UDITOR�Sº2ESPONSIBILITIESºFORºTHEº!UDITºOFºTHEº&INANCIALº 2EPORTº

/URºOBJECTIVESºAREºTOºOBTAINºREASONABLEºASSURANCEºABOUTºWHETHERºTHEºFINANCIALºREPORTºASºAºWHOLEºISºFREEºFROMºMATERIALºMISSTATEMENT�º
WHETHERºDUEºTOºFRAUDºORºERROR�ºANDºTOºISSUEºANºAUDITOR�SºREPORTºTHATºINCLUDESºOURºOPINION�º2EASONABLEºASSURANCEºISºAºHIGHºLEVELºOFº
ASSURANCE�ºBUTºISºNOTºAºGUARANTEEºTHATºANºAUDITºCONDUCTEDºINºACCORDANCEºWITHº!USTRALIANº!UDITINGº3TANDARDSºWILLºALWAYSºDETECTºAº
MATERIALºMISSTATEMENTºWHENºITºEXISTS�º-ISSTATEMENTSºCANºARISEºFROMºFRAUDºORºERRORºANDºAREºCONSIDEREDºMATERIALºIF�º INDIVIDUALLYºORºINº
THEºAGGREGATE�ºTHEYºCOULDºREASONABLYºBEºEXPECTEDºTOºINFLUENCEºTHEºECONOMICºDECISIONSºOFºUSERSºTAKENºONºTHEºBASISºOFºTHEºFINANCIALº
REPORT�º

!SºPARTºOFºANºAUDITºINºACCORDANCEºWITHºTHEº!USTRALIANº!UDITINGº3TANDARDS�ºWEºEXERCISEºPROFESSIONALºJUDGEMENTºANDºMAINTAINº
PROFESSIONALºSCEPTICISMºTHROUGHOUTºTHEºAUDIT�º7EºALSO�º

_ )DENTIFYºANDºASSESSºTHEºRISKSºOFºMATERIALºMISSTATEMENTºOFºTHEºFINANCIALºREPORT�ºWHETHERºDUEºTOºFRAUDºORºERROR�ºDESIGNºANDºPERFORM
AUDITºPROCEDURESºRESPONSIVEºTOºTHOSEºRISKS�ºANDºOBTAINºAUDITºEVIDENCEºTHATºISºSUFFICIENTºANDºAPPROPRIATEºTOºPROVIDEºAºBASISºFORºOUR
OPINION�º4HEºRISKºOFºNOTºDETECTINGºAºMATERIALºMISSTATEMENTºRESULTINGºFROMºFRAUDºISºHIGHERºTHANºFORºONEºRESULTINGºFROMºERROR�ºASºFRAUD
MAYºINVOLVEºCOLLUSION�º FORGERY�º INTENTIONALºOMISSIONS�ºMISREPRESENTATIONS�ºORºTHEºOVERRIDEºOFºINTERNALºCONTROL�

_ /BTAINºANºUNDERSTANDINGºOFºINTERNALºCONTROLºRELEVANTºTOºTHEºAUDITºINºORDERºTOºDESIGNºAUDITºPROCEDURESºTHATºAREºAPPROPRIATEºINºTHE
CIRCUMSTANCES�ºBUTºNOTºFORºTHEºPURPOSEºOFºEXPRESSINGºANºOPINIONºONºTHEºEFFECTIVENESSºOFºTHEº#OMPANY�SºINTERNALºCONTROL�

_ %VALUATEºTHEºAPPROPRIATENESSºOFºACCOUNTINGºPOLICIESºUSEDºANDºTHEºREASONABLENESSºOFºACCOUNTINGºESTIMATESºANDºRELATED
DISCLOSURESºMADEºBYºTHEºDIRECTORS�

_ #ONCLUDEºONºTHEºAPPROPRIATENESSºOFºTHEºDIRECTORS�ºUSEºOFºTHEºGOINGºCONCERNºBASISºOFºACCOUNTINGºAND�ºBASEDºONºTHEºAUDIT
EVIDENCEºOBTAINED�ºWHETHERºAºMATERIALºUNCERTAINTYºEXISTSºRELATEDºTOºEVENTSºORºCONDITIONSºTHATºMAYºCASTºSIGNIFICANTºDOUBTºONºTHE
#OMPANY�SºABILITYºTOºCONTINUEºASºAºGOINGºCONCERN�º )FºWEºCONCLUDEºTHATºAºMATERIALºUNCERTAINTYºEXISTS�ºWEºAREºREQUIREDºTOºDRAW
ATTENTIONºINºOURºAUDITOR�SºREPORTºTOºTHEºRELATEDºDISCLOSURESºINºTHEºFINANCIALºREPORTºOR�º IFºSUCHºDISCLOSURESºAREºINADEQUATE�ºTOºMODIFY
OURºOPINION�º/URºCONCLUSIONSºAREºBASEDºONºTHEºAUDITºEVIDENCEºOBTAINEDºUPºTOºTHEºDATEºOFºOURºAUDITOR�SºREPORT�º(OWEVER�ºFUTURE
EVENTSºORºCONDITIONSºMAYºCAUSEºTHEº#OMPANYºTOºCEASEºTOºCONTINUEºASºAºGOINGºCONCERN�

_ %VALUATEºTHEºOVERALLºPRESENTATION�ºSTRUCTUREºANDºCONTENTºOFºTHEºFINANCIALºREPORT�º INCLUDINGºTHEºDISCLOSURES�ºANDºWHETHERºTHE
FINANCIALºREPORTºREPRESENTSºTHEºUNDERLYINGºTRANSACTIONSºANDºEVENTSºINºAºMANNERºTHATºACHIEVESºFAIRºPRESENTATION�

7EºCOMMUNICATEºWITHºTHEºDIRECTORSºREGARDING�ºAMONGºOTHERºMATTERS�ºTHEºPLANNEDºSCOPEºANDºTIMINGºOFºTHEºAUDITºANDºSIGNIFICANTºAUDITº
FINDINGS�º INCLUDINGºANYºSIGNIFICANTºDEFICIENCIESºINºINTERNALºCONTROLºTHATºWEºIDENTIFYºDURINGºOURºAUDIT�º

7EºALSOºPROVIDEºTHEºDIRECTORSºWITHºAºSTATEMENTºTHATºWEºHAVEºCOMPLIEDºWITHºRELEVANTºETHICALºREQUIREMENTSºREGARDINGºINDEPENDENCE�º
ANDºTOºCOMMUNICATEºWITHºTHEMºALLºRELATIONSHIPSºANDºOTHERºMATTERSºTHATºMAYºREASONABLYºBEºTHOUGHTºTOºBEARºONºOURºINDEPENDENCE�º
ANDºWHEREºAPPLICABLE�ºRELATEDºSAFEGUARDS�º

&ROMºTHEºMATTERSºCOMMUNICATEDºWITHºTHEºDIRECTORS�ºWEºDETERMINEºTHOSEºMATTERSºTHATºWEREºOFºMOSTºSIGNIFICANCEºINºTHEºAUDITºOFºTHEº
FINANCIALºREPORTºOFºTHEºCURRENTºPERIODºANDºAREºTHEREFOREºTHEºKEYºAUDITºMATTERS�º7EºDESCRIBEºTHESEºMATTERSºINºOURºAUDITOR�SºREPORTº
UNLESSºLAWºORºREGULATIONºPRECLUDESºPUBLICºDISCLOSUREºABOUTºTHEºMATTERºORºWHEN�ºINºEXTREMELYºRAREºCIRCUMSTANCES�ºWEºDETERMINEºTHATº
AºMATTERºSHOULDºNOTºBEºCOMMUNICATEDºINºOURºREPORTºBECAUSEºTHEºADVERSEºCONSEQUENCESºOFºDOINGºSOºWOULDºREASONABLYºBEºEXPECTEDº
TOºOUTWEIGHºTHEºPUBLICºINTERESTºBENEFITSºOFºSUCHºCOMMUNICATION�º
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6. Members information sheets. 
 



 

 
 

 

 
INFO SHEET 
➢ DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES 

 

Eligibility 

You must be a member of ASDACS in order to be eligible to receive the royalties it collects. 
To be eligible for membership, you must have at least one credit on a publicly screened or 
commercially exploited audio-visual work or be a full member of the Australian Directors 
Guild (ADG) or Directors and Editors Guild of New Zealand (DEGNZ) (or be a trustee or 
beneficiary of an eligible director). 

What fees do you charge? 

There are no upfront costs on joining. ASDACS instead deducts fees and any relevant 
taxes when we distribute the royalties that are due to you – a breakdown is outlined on our 
website here. ASDACS is a not-for-profit organisation and the fees we collect go toward our 
running costs so we can continue to service our members. Any bank account interest earned 
on royalties prior to distribution is distributed evenly to members.  

When do you distribute royalties?  

ASDACS distributes royalties once a year, commencing between July and December for 
royalties collected over the previous calendar year (both domestic and international). This 
gives us a chance to prepare all of the data and reconcile the corresponding income we 
receive.  

I wasn’t credited as the director; but I did the work – am I entitled to receive directors’ 
royalties? 

The royalties we collect are due to the legal entitlements of a director – therefore you are 
only entitled to receive director’s royalties if you were attributed for your work. If you did not 
receive a credit for your work as a director (as per our list of eligible director credits), then we 
cannot distribute the associated royalties to you.  

What happens when I receive royalties for a work I didn’t direct? 

After you have notified ASDACS, we will then verify and reallocate the royalties to the correct 
director. You will then receive a deduction for any royalties received in the next distribution; 
this will be listed on your royalty distribution statement. 

Want more information? 

Our full distribution rules and practices guide is available on our website here or contact 
ASDACS by emailing asdacs@asdacs.com.au or calling +61 2 9555 7042 if you have any 
further questions. 

https://asdacs.com.au/membership#fees
https://asdacs.com.au/about#policies
https://asdacs.com.au/app/default/files-module/local/documents/_ASDACS%20Distribution%20Rules%20updated%20240519.pdf
mailto:asdacs@asdacs.com.au
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INFO SHEET 
➢ RETRANSMISSION RIGHTS 

 
 

What rights do directors have in Australia?  

Since 2005, directors have had retransmission rights (rights that arise when a to free to air 
broadcast is simultaneously retransmitted by another service, such as pay TV), however 
these rights can be assigned to another party (such as a producer, broadcaster or 
distributor).  

How do I retain retransmission rights? 

We recommend that you use our contract clause in your next director agreement (see page 
2 of this info sheet). If you’re not sure if you’ve retained retransmission rights on an existing 
work, you can send your director agreement to ASDACS and we can check for you. 

I’ve retained retransmission rights – what now? 

You can nominate ASDACS to register your work with Screenrights to ensure you receive 
retransmission income. Just notify ASDACS via email or post to confirm which post 2005 
works are eligible for registration. ASDACS absorbs any Screenrights fees and GST 
charged on royalties, as well as represent you should the claim come into dispute with 
another claimant; any payments will be included in our annual distribution. 

I’m already registered with Screenrights - can ASDACS register me as well?  

If you’re already registered with Screenrights, then there’s a good chance you’re registered to 
collect the same rights that ASDACS would register you for (retransmission rights) so it’s 
best to check your Screenrights registration before you request that ASDACS register your 
works with Screenrights on your behalf. 

Do directors have retransmission rights in New Zealand?  

Currently directors do not have any economic rights within New Zealand; however, the 
Directors and Editors Guild of New Zealand (DEGNZ) are working to change this.  

I didn’t retain retransmission rights in my contract - am I still entitled to anything?  

Yes! Regardless of your domestic contractual arrangements, in many territories around the 
world (mostly Europe), directors have a range of rights that automatically entitle you to 
receive royalties from the screening of your work, regardless of your domestic contractual 
assignments. ASDACS will automatically register your work with our international collecting 
society partners for your international entitlements ~ all you have to do is keep us up to date 
of your director credits. 

Want more information? 
Contact ASDACS by emailing  asdacs@asdacs.com.au or calling +61 2 9555 7042. 

mailto:asdacs@asdacs.com.au
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Director agreement: Recommended retransmission clause 

1. Director to receive 100% 

The Director is entitled to (and, to the extent necessary, the Producer assigns to the Director and agrees to obtain in 
favour of the Director an assignment from any third party): 

(a) all retransmission rights in the Film as a “cinematograph film” under Part VC of the Copyright Act 1968 
(Cth) or similar provisions under Australian or other law (Retransmission Rights); 

(b) all payments from Retransmission Rights distributed by any collecting society authorised to distribute 
such payments (currently, Screenrights); and 

(c) all other payments resulting from “secondary rights” (including, without limitation, for private copying 
and statutory or voluntary licences) granted to directors of cinematograph films either now or in the 
future under Australian or other law or that result from any collective bargaining agreement, and that 
are generally administered by or through a collecting society charged with the collection and distribution 
of such payments (including through Screenrights and ASDACS, the Australian Screen Directors 
Authorship Collecting Society Limited). 

The Producer warrants that: 

(a) it will make no claim on payments from Retransmission Rights or other “secondary rights” that is 
inconsistent with the rights of the Director resulting from this clause;  

(b) to the best of its knowledge, no other person or entity is entitled to payments from Retransmission 
Rights; and 

(c) it will not grant rights to any third party that are inconsistent with this clause. 

2. Director to receive 50% 

The Director is entitled to (and to the extent necessary, the Producer assigns to the Director and agrees to obtain in 
favour of the Director an assignment from any third party): 

(a) 50% of the retransmission rights in the Film as a “cinematograph film” under Part VC of the Copyright 
Act 1968 (Cth) or similar provisions under Australian or other law (Retransmission Rights); 

(b) 50% of all payments from Retransmission Rights distributed by any collecting society authorised to 
distribute such payments (currently, Screenrights); and 

(c) all other payments resulting from “secondary rights” (including, without limitation, for private copying 
and statutory or voluntary licences) granted to directors of cinematograph films either now or in the 
future under Australian or other law or that result from any collective bargaining agreement, and that 
are generally administered by or through a collecting society charged with the collection and distribution 
of such payments (including through Screenrights and ASDACS, the Australian Screen Directors 
Authorship Collecting Society Limited). 

The Producer warrants that: 

(a) it will make no claim on payments from Retransmission Rights or other “secondary rights” that is 
inconsistent with the rights of the Director under this clause;  

(b) to the best of its knowledge, no other person is entitled to more than 50% of the payments from 
Retransmission Rights; and 

(c) it will not grant rights to any third party that are inconsistent with this clause. 
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  INFO SHEET 
➢     UNDISTRIBUTED FUNDS 

 

Why do funds remain undistributed? 

ASDACS uses all means possible to distribute the income it collects to the rightful 
members. However, in some circumstances, ASDACS is prevented from distributing 
royalties. These include: 

• the member (or non-member) is untraceable or unresponsive.  

• the funds remain in dispute (no reported cases to date). 

• the amount due to the member remains below the minimum payment threshold ($100). 

• the data (director or work) is insufficient to make an accurate or equitable distribution. 

What efforts do you make to contact members? 

In each distribution year, ASDACS will make at least three contact attempts via email, 
phone and/or post to contact the member. ASDACS also sends out distribution 
announcements through its quarterly e-News and distribution reminders through targeted 
mail list campaigns. We also publish the list of uncontactable members on our website and 
circulate the list in our e-News. 

What research do you undertake? 

ASDACS undertakes extensive research and uses a number of resources, including 
international and domestic online databases (IDA, IPI, ISAN, IMDB-Pro, TVDB, NFSA, 
Screen Australia, NZ On Screen), broadcaster websites (ABC, SBS, TVNZ, Channels 7,9 
and 10), social media (LinkedIn), publications (IF, Encore directory) and industry contacts 
(co-directors, production companies, sister societies) to help us identify works and directors.  

What happens to the undistributed funds? 

After four distribution years, if the funds remain undistributed, the royalties are transferred 
into a trust fund referred to as the ‘development fund’. The ASDACS board then decides 
how these funds are to be spent in the best interest of the members.   

What are the development funds spent on? 

The development funds (or expired distribution funds) are put toward the benefit of 
members (ensuring equity between past, present and future members), typically the further 
development of the organisation, with aim to increase royalty revenue back to its members 
and reduce the administration fee deducted from royalties on distribution. Examples of how 
these funds have been spent include: 

http://www.ida-net.org/
https://ipisystem.ch/
http://web.isan.org/
https://pro.imdb.com/signup/index.html?d=Google8&rf=google_brand_brand&ref_=google_brand_brand&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIpr_C4O6D4wIVj42PCh2ZrQ4PEAAYASAAEgLK_vD_BwE
https://www.thetvdb.com/
https://www.nfsa.gov.au/
https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/the-screen-guide
https://www.nzonscreen.com/
https://www.abc.net.au/
https://www.sbs.com.au/
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/
https://7plus.com.au/
https://www.9now.com.au/
https://10play.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/
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• a copyright campaign aimed at progressing the rights of directors with aim to ultimately 
increase royalty revenue to members. 

• development of an online membership portal to allow members to view and update their 
record details, as well as view and submit their distribution warranties electronically. 

• upgrade of the ASDACS’ internal database to enable the transfer of all members works 
into the international database system, IDA, to create internal efficiency’s and meet 
international governance standards. 

Can I still request my royalties after four years? 

Yes; you can still contact ASDACS in writing at any time to request release of your royalty 
payment (subject to board approval). 

How can I find out more information? 

More detail on development fund expenditure can be found in the ASDACS Annual 
accounts available on our website: www.asdacs.com.au.   

From 1 July 2019 further detail on undistributed funds will also be detailed in the ASDACS 
Code of Conduct for Copyright Collecting Societies compliance review and made available 
to members on the ASDACS website www.asdacs.com.au and the Code of Conduct for 
Copyright Collecting Societies website www.copyrightcodeofconduct.org.au. 

Please contact the ASDACS by emailing asdacs@asdacs.com.au or calling +61 2 9555 
7042 if you have any further questions. 

http://www.asdacs.com.au/
http://www.asdacs.com.au/
mailto:asdacs@asdacs.com.au
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